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During nearly 3 years of artistic practice based on the “ dialogue with readymade objects”, 
the paper probes into the issues occurred in successive steps. Generally, the 
communication between human and objects is always influenced by our preconceived 
thinking patterns, even to the artists as well.. In this thesis, the restriction in perception, 
forms, and ideas are illustrated, and the key to be released from the yoke is to change the 
preconceived ideas from the deep root. 
 
In this paper, the author is to discuss his personal experiences and how these 
experiences turned into public visual understandings in different periods according to the 
development of his works and thought in time series. Questions are asked from 
readymade items to images, from ideas to concepts, then continue to raise questions to 
concepts. The potential contexts that readymade objects probably possess are 
experimented and considered again in every different stage. 
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